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Benefits
Increased application availability (from 71.6% to 98%), and reduced incidents per user (from 0.22 to

0.16) significantly reduced downtime. Users can now access their customized desktop from anywhere,

at any time, improving productivity. Change management has been simplified ensuring that all required

changes (~250 in the last two years) were completed well within stipulated timelines with ease of roll

back if needed. Central golden image management ensures that all users have the required

desktops/profiles. Anunta’s client-friendly business model combined with its performance management

proprietary platform, EuVantage lowered the cost of application delivery per user leading to significant

Capex and Opex reduction (70% in power consumption), resulting in DB extending the scope of the

project from nine locations to all of its offices.

Anunta demonstrates that desktop virtualization can be deployed 
even in high I/O application environments to simplify IT 
management and increase end-user application availability

DB Corp, India’s largest newspaper group with 1500 users spread across 14 cities, was dealing with ever-

increasing stress in managing IT operations – specifically in change and patch management which was

extremely time consuming and exposed end points to security threats. Lack of central control led to

users installing rouge applications resulting in license compliance issues, and difficulties in identifying

exact user requirements was leading to unnecessary installation of excessive applications. Delays in

production schedules and time to market were constant fears.

Virtualization provided a way out, but the IT team was skeptical of the technology working for them for

the following reasons:

• High I/O applications such as Adobe Creative Suite (InDesign & Photoshop), and custom applications

such as Matrix and NewsWrap being used

• Concern that legacy peripherals might not work seamlessly in the new environment

• Lack of skilled resources to manage the virtualized environment on an ongoing basis

• Fear of operational hiccups causing business interruption which in the case of a daily newspaper

group has serious revenue implications

• It was felt that end-users, mainly journalists, photographers and visualizers, may not easily agree to

adopt the new technology; rejection by end-users would definitely result in project failure

Solution
Anunta proposed its award-winning desktop virtualization solution Application Delivery as a Service

(ADaaS®) to address DB’s IT challenges. Anunta created 5 different user profiles and 50 golden images to

cater to 1500+ users across 10 sites using a combination of HSD & HVD technologies.

Since all DB offices have their own data centers, Anunta’s design persisted with data centers at each

location with data and applications travelling over LAN instead of WAN, resolving latency issues. Users

were provided with only those applications necessary for their profiles, and centralized management

restricted download of external applications ensuring license compliance. Anunta ensured seamless

cross over while migrating users from physical desktops to virtualized environment without affecting

any of the applications or deteriorating end-user experience.

Anunta convinced us that desktop virtualization would work for a newspaper business with its 
many designing and creative applications and its constant roll-out of changes. Their expert 
solutioning and management has given us an EUC solution that meets today’s user needs.

R D Bhatnagar,

CTO, Dainik Bhaskar
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“
Industry
• Media

Challenges
• Implementing Desktop Virtualization in a 

high I/O application environment

• Dealing with frequent across-the-board 

change management and patch 

management 

• License compliance 

• Uncertainty over legacy peripherals 

seamlessly integrating with the new 

environment

• Lack of skilled resources to manage the 

virtualized environment

Solution
• Using a combination of HSD & HVD 

technologies and thin clients to deliver 

applications

• Data centers at each location, and data & 

applications travelling over LAN instead 

of WAN 

• Centralized control restricted download of 

external applications ensuring license 

compliance

• A pay-per-use delivery model that includes a 

fixed cost of application delivery/user/

month over the term of the contract

Benefits

• Anywhere, anytime access to personalized 

desktops enabling editorial staff to write 

breaking news

• Application availability at end-user improved 

from 71.6% to 98%

• Incidents per user ratio dropped by 27% 

from 0.22 to 0.16 despite increase in number 

of sites

• Peak time incidents dropped by 31%; non-

peak hour incidents dropped by 19%

• Central golden image management 

simplified change management 
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